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Abstract—Visible Light Communications (VLC) has attracted
significant attention in recent years, where the novel concept
of User-Centric (UC) VLC based on Amorphous cells (A-Cells)
exhibits extra benefits compared to conventional circular cells.
The construction of A-Cells relies on the knowledge of the
users’ positions, hence the intrinsic amalgamation of VLC and
positioning becomes important. Therefore we propose a novel
hybrid positioning technique by beneficially combining the low-
complexity of triangulation based positioning and the high
accuracy of fingerprinting, in order to support A-Cell assisted
UC VLC under practical LED linearity constraints with clipping
distortion and noise. Our simulation results demonstrate that
the proposed technique is capable of achieving a much higher
positioning accuracy than triangulation at a lower complexity
than fingerprinting, where the resultant system throughput is
similar to that of perfect positioning.
Index Terms—Amorphous cell, indoor positioning technique,
visible light communication.
I. INTRODUCTION
TO meet the escalating tele-traffic demand of a vibrantsociety and to sustain healthy economical growth, mobile
networks have resorted to multi-layered Heterogeneous Net-
work (HetNet) architectures, whilst simultaneously conquering
higher carrier frequency bands [1]. As a promising candidate
component for the future 5G HetNet, Visible Light Commu-
nications (VLC) relying on Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) as
Access Points (AP) has attracted substantial attention from
both academia and industry. VLC relies on modulating data
onto the light intensity produced by LEDs at rates way above
the human eye’s fusion frequency and on detecting the optical
signal intensities via direct detection using an inexpensive
photo-detector. Tremendous efforts have been invested in im-
proving the link-level performance between a single LED array
and a single user [2], [3], [4], [5]. Furthermore at the time of
writing the research efforts dedicated to VLC aided networks
relying on multiple LED arrays for supporting multiple users
are also intensifying [6], [7], [8], [9]. Hence the appropriate
construction of VLC cells is of the utmost importance.
In the post-4G era, several innovative concepts have been
proposed for cell construction, such as ’liquid’ cells and
’soft’ cells [10]. These ideas have inspired the conception
of User-Centric (UC) cell-design for VLC. Compared to the
family of conventional Network-Centric (NC) design, the UC
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VLC concept has a higher grade of flexibility, because the
resultant cell boundary can be adjusted according to the users’
positions, hence resulting in so-called Amorphous Cells (A-
Cells) [11][12]. In order to construct A-Cells for UC VLC, the
users’ positions have to be determined, although in the prior
art [11] the idealized simplifying assumption was stipulated
that the user-positions were known. Hence, integrating the
A-Cell construction with positioning becomes essential. In
the literature of indoor positioning, several techniques relying
for example on triangulation based positioning and scene
analysis have been studied [13], [14], [15], [16], where the
associated positioning accuracy depends on the scenario con-
sidered. Against this background, in this paper, we propose
a hybrid positioning technique for beneficially combining
the low-complexity of triangulation based positioning and
high-accuracy of scene analysis in order to design an A-
Cell assisted UC VLC system under practical LED linearity
constraints in the presence of both clipping distortion and
noise.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Firstly, the
VLC channel model and the A-Cell construction are intro-
duced in Section 2. This is followed by our discussions on
traditional positioning techniques and on the proposed hybrid
positioning technique of Section 3. Finally, our performance
results are provided in Section 4 and we conclude in Section
5. Furthermore, in TABLE I we define the abbreviations and
acronyms according to first time used in our paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a room size of 15m × 15m × 3m, where a total
of N = 8 × 8 = 64 APs are uniformly installed at a height
H = 2.5m from the floor and a total of K = 20 desktop users
are randomly distributed at a desk-height of h = 0.85m from
the floor. Furthermore, each AP consists of an array of LEDs
provided both for illumination and optical transmission [17],
where the transmitted optical power of each AP is PTx,opt =
20W . We now briefly introduce the VLC channel model and
the A-Cell construction philosophy.
A. Channel Model
According to [17], within the half of the user’s Field-of-
View (FOV) denoted by ψc, the Line-of-Sight (LOS) channel
spanning from the nth AP to the kth user can be formulated
as:
h0k,n =
(m+ 1)Ar
2piD2d
cosm(φ)Ts(ψ)g(ψ) cos(ψ), 0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψc,
(1)
2TABLE I
ABBREVIATIONS AND THEIR FULL NAME
Abbreviation Full Name
VLC Visible Light Communications
UC User Centric
A-Cells Amorphous Cells
LED Light Emitting Diodes
HetNet Heterogeneous Network
AP Access Point
NC Network Centric
FOV Field of View
LOS Light of Sight
CA Coverage Area
FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum
IAI Inter-AP Interference
SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise Radio
ZF Zero Forcing
VT Vectorized Transmission
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
ACO-OFDM Asymmetrically Clipped Optical OFDM
F-Cells Fixed Cells
O/E Optical to Electrical
DC Direct Current
RSS Received Signal Strength
ML Maximum Likelihood
where m is the order of Lambertian emission, which can be
calculated by m = ln(2)/ ln[cos(φ1/2)], and φ1/2 denotes the
semi-angle at half power. Furthermore, Dd is the distance
between the nth AP and the kth user, φ is the angle of
irradiance, ψ is the angle of incidence. Finally, Ts(ψ) is the
gain of the optical filter and g(ψ) is the gain of the optical
concentrator, which is non-zero for 0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψc and it is given
by g(ψ) = n2/ sin2(ψc).
In addition to the LOS path, the light will travel through
many reflections, but we only consider the most significant
first reflection caused by the walls, since they are the most
dominant ones [11]. In this case, the total reflections between
the nth AP and the kth user is given by: h1k,n =
∫
walls
dh1k,n,
where dh1k,n represents the reflection term owing to a small
reflection point. Within the half of the user’s FOV ψc, we
have:
dh1k,n =
(m+ 1)Ar
2pi2D21D
2
2
ρdAwall cos
m(φ) cos(α) cos(β)
Ts(ψ)g(ψ) cos(ψ), 0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψc,
(2)
where D1 is the distance between the nth AP and the reflection
point, while D2 is the distance between the reflection point and
the kth user. Furthermore, ρ is the reflection efficiency of the
surface, dAwall is the reflective area, α and β are the angle of
irradiance to the reflection point and to the user, respectively.
B. Amorphous Cell Construction
Conventional NC design of the VLC cells does not take
into account the users’ positions. This is inefficient, since the
users in indoor VLC systems are usually sporadic. Moreover,
in indoor VLC systems, the number of APs may be higher than
the number of users, hence creating a dense AP deployment
scenario. Therefore, we propose A-Cells from a user-centric
point of view by considering the users’ positions estimated by
a positioning technique, where we introduce the radius based
A-Cell construction method as follows.
Let us first introduce some common notations. We let C be
the specific set hosting all cells, where for the cth cell Cc,
we have |Nc| APs hosted in the set Nc serving |Kc| users of
the set Kc, with | · | being the cardinality of a set. We firstly
construct a full user-to-network association matrix M f having
K rows and N columns corresponding to K users and N APs.
The [k, n]th entry of M f is set to as h0k,n + h
1
k,n. We then
carry out AP anchoring as follows:
1) Initialise the user-to-network association matrix M =
M f .
2) Find the best user-AP pair [k∗, n∗] having the highest
channel quality amongst all the entries of M and then
collect the best user-index k∗ in k∗ and AP-index n∗ in
n∗.
3) Set all entries in the k∗th row and in the n∗th column
of M to zero in order to exclude them from further
consideration throughout the AP anchoring process.
4) If there are still positive entries in M , we repeat this
process from Step 2 onwards. Otherwise, we output M
as the sub-matrix of M f constituted by all rows from
k∗ and set M to zero excluding the [k∗, n∗] entries.
The objective of AP anchoring is to have exclusive user-AP
pairs for ensuring that each of those users in k∗ will be served
by its own anchor AP.
Having generated the user-to-network association matrixM ,
the radius based A-Cells can be constructed, where the users
are firstly grouped based on a pre-defined distance threshold d0
and then we select APs associated with those users as follows:
1) Initialise cell Cc = {∅} and introduce the counter c,
which is initialised as c = 1.
2) We commence by forming cell Cc upon recruiting the
first user, who is selected randomly and has not been
included in any cells. Hence, this user will be the
only one in the set Kc, who will be supported by the
associated AP set Nc containing the AP associated with
this user according to the matrix M .
3) Recruit another user(s) from the set of hitherto unas-
signed users, who has a distance shorter than d0 from
the first user in cell Cc. Then update the cell Cc, which
results in the expanded set of Kc and Nc.
4) Set all entries of the association matrix M supporting
the users in Kc to zero. If there are still positive entries
in M , we increase c and repeat the Step 3 and Step 4.
Figure 1(a) illustrates the conventional NC design serving
20 users (marked by circles), whose positions are generated
from a uniform random distribution. The NC design divides
the room into four square cells and within each cell, there are
(4 × 4) 16 APs (marked by triangles). The problem this design
has to solve is that of unbalanced loading, where the bottom-
left cell has a significantly lower user-load than the rest of
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the conventional and of the amorphous cells. (a) Fixed
cells (F-Cells) shown in dashed line with 8 × 8 = 64 APs represented by
triangles serving 20 users marked by circles, where the associated APs after
anchoring are marked by solid triangles. (b) displays the radius-based A-Cells
shown in dash ellipses under the same scenario as (a).
the cells. However, the UC design portrayed in Figure 1(b) is
capable of improving the limitation of the NC design.
C. System Measurement
In VLC, each AP has its own adequate coverage area (CA),
which depends on the AP’s semi-angle at half power (FWHM)
and on the user’s FOV. The Inter-AP Interference (IAI) is
imposed at the overlapping area of two or more atto-cells,
which may degrade the received Signal to Interference plus
Noise Ratio (SINR). In order to mitigate the influence of IAI,
we can associate multiple APs with multiple users to form
A-cells according to Section 2.2 and employ Zero-Forcing
(ZF)-based Vectorized Transmission (VT)[7]. In this way,
interference will only occur amongst different A-cells, which
is more benign, since the A-cells are naturally separated as a
benefit of their users’ position-aware construction. The signal
transmitted within each A-cell using VT is then further mod-
ulated, employing Asymmetrically Clipped Optical OFDM
(ACO-OFDM) for the link-level transmission. To elaborate a
little further, ACO-OFDM relies on the Hermitian symmetry
for generating real-valued and positive outputs. After applying
ZF-based VT and ACO-OFDM for the A-cell Cc, the SINR of
a specific user k ∈ Kc may be written as:
λc,k =
γ2piP 2Tx,optω
2
c
N0B + γ2piP 2Tx,opt
∑
i∈SI (h
0
i,k + h
1
i,k)
2
, (3)
where we have
ωc = min
µ=1,...,|Nc|
√
1
||Gc(µ, :)||2F
, (4)
where Gc = HHc (H cH
H
c )
−1 is the ZF pre-coding matrix
employed in Cc, with H c being the channel matrix hosting
all channels between the set |Nc| of APs and the |Kc| users
in Cc. Furthermore, γ is the O/E conversion efficiency, N0
≈ 10−22 A2/Hz is the noise power spectral density and the
bandwidth B is set to 20 MHz. Finally, SI is interference set
arriving from the APs involved in all the A-Cells, excluding
Cc.
Let us now consider a more practical situation by intro-
ducing clipping distortion and noise. Practical LEDs typically
exhibit a limited linear range of [Imin, Imax], which corre-
sponds to the optical power range of [PTx,min, PTx,max] [18].
Furthermore, according to the current-voltage characteristic
of the LED, a DC bias with power PTx,bias has to be
added to the transmitted signal for the sake of satisfying
the LED’s forward current. After adding the DC bias, the
transmitted signal having a power below PTx,min and above
PTx,max will be clipped, which results in clipping noise
[19]. Specifically, for ACO-OFDM, the discarded powers are
εtop = PTx,max − PTx,bias and εbottom = max(PTx,min −
PTx,bias, 0), respectively. Based on [20], if εbottom = 0, the
bottom clipping will not impose any clipping noise because
ACO-OFDM only employs odd (even) frequency subcarriers
to convey information, while the clipping noise was shown to
be confined to the even (odd) subcarriers. In this scenario, the
SINR of the specific user k in the A-cell Cc can be written as:
λclipc,k =
ΛP 2Tx,optω
2
c
N0B +GDCσ2clipω
2
c + ΛP
2
Tx,opt
∑
i∈SI (h
0
i,k + h
1
i,k)
2
,
(5)
Λ =
2piγ2K2GDC
GB
, (6)
where GDC is the attenuation factor of the electrical signal
power PTx,elec = 2piP 2Tx,opt due to the DC bias, which can
be expressed as [19]:
GDC =
√
2piPTx,elec√
2piPTx,elec + 4
√
PTx,elecPTx,bias + 2
√
2piP 2Tx,bias
.
(7)
Furthermore, K is the attenuation factor imposed by clip-
ping, which is calculated as Q(ξtop)−Q(ξbottom), where Q(·)
4represents the Gaussian Q function, ξtop = εtop/
√
PTx,elec
and ξbottom = εbottom/
√
PTx,elec. Furthermore, GB = 0.5
represents the utilization of ACO-OFDM. Finally, the variance
of clipping noise is represented by σ2clip, which can be written
as:
σ2clip = PTx,elec{ϕ(ξtop)(2ξbottom − ξtop)− ϕ(ξbottom)ξbottom
+ (ξ2bottom + 1)[Q(ξbottom)−Q(ξtop)]
+Q(ξtop)(ξtop − ξbottom)2 − 2K2},
(8)
where ϕ(x) = exp(−x2/2)/2pi.
Based on Shannon’s theorem, the system’s achievable
throughput using VT and ACO-OFDM is calculated according
to:
C =
∑
c
∑
k
B
4
log2(1 + λ), (9)
where λ denotes the SINR and can be calculated by either
λc,k or λ
clip
c,k .
III. POSITIONING
Again, a prerequisite of constructing A-Cells is the knowl-
edge of the users’ positions. Therefore, it is necessary to
invoke indoor positioning algorithms. According to the sur-
vey by Liu et al. [13], several different indoor positioning
techniques may be invoked, e.g. triangulation, scene analysis
and proximity based solutions. In this paper, we will propose
a novel hybrid positioning technique.
A. Triangulation
Triangulation is one of the classic positioning techniques
that exploits the geometric properties of a triangle to esti-
mate the users’ locations. The Received-Signal-Strength (RSS)
based triangulation aided positioning technique was applied in
VLC environments in [13]. To elaborate, triangulation requires
3 reference APs with their coordinates denoted as (xn1, yn1),
(xn2, yn2) and (xn3, yn3), respectively. Let the user’s coor-
dinate be (xk, yk). Then the system acquires the strongest
RSS reading between the user and 3 different APs1, which
is denoted by prk,ni = PTx,opt(h
0
k,ni + h
1
k,ni), i = 1, 2, 3.
According to Eq (1), the estimated distance d˜k,ni may be
written as:
d˜k,ni =
√
ArTs(ψ)g(ψ)PTx,opt(H − h)2
piprk,ni
. (10)
Given d˜k,ni, the horizontal distance r˜k,ni can be calculated as:
r˜k,ni =
√
d˜2k,ni − (H − h)2. (11)
Therefore, the linear system of equations used for estimating
the user’s coordinate (x˜k, y˜k) is:
(x˜k − xn1)2 + (y˜k − yn1)2 = r˜2k,n1
(x˜k − xn2)2 + (y˜k − yn2)2 = r˜2k,n2
(x˜k − xn3)2 + (y˜k − yn3)2 = r˜2k,n3
(12)
1This could be integrated into the cell search phase, where the APs transmit
their sounding signals in an orthogonal way to the user. The user then
measures the RSS and feeds it back to the system, which is assumed to
be error free.
Eq (12) can be also streamlined into a matrix form as AC =
B , where C = [x˜k, y˜k]
T and
A =
[
xn2 − xn1 yn2 − yn1
xn3 − xn1 yn3 − yn1
]
B =
1
2
[
(r˜2k,n1 − r˜2k,n2) + (x2n2 + y2n2)− (x2n1 + y2n1)
(r˜2k,n1 − r˜2k,n3) + (x2n3 + y2n3)− (x2n1 + y2n1)
]
.
Following least square estimation, the user coordinate can
be estimated as C = (ATA)−1ATB . Note that in order to
estimate (x˜k, y˜k), the matrix A should be full rank, implying
that the 3 reference APs should not be in a single line.
A specific drawback of triangulation based positioning is
that it is sensitive to the FOV. When the FOV is quite small, it
is difficult to select 3 distinct APs, hence it is hard to satisfy the
full-rank requirement. Another disadvantage is that the signal
transmitted from the APs is subjected to reflections. When the
reflections are strong, triangulation based positioning results
into an inadequate performance.
B. Fingerprinting
To alleviate the potentially low accuracy of RSS-based
triangulation aided positioning, scene analysis relying on
probabilistic estimation could also be exploited, where RSS-
based location fingerprinting is a commonly used technique.
There are two basic fingerprinting steps: the off-line stage
and on-line stage [13]. The off-line stage builds a useful
reference position database for the scene, where the pre-
defined reference coordinates and their RSS values are stored.
The objective of the on-line stage is to estimate the user’s
location by comparing its RSS reading to that of the reference
points in the database obtained from the off-line stage.
Let us assume that the specific room considered is divided
into (q × t) small tiles. The RSS values of all tile centers
are stored in the database and for the lth tile Gl, the RSS
value stored is prl =
∑N
n=1 p
r
l,n, where N is the number
of APs. Let prk be the aggregated RSS feedback of the kth
user to be estimated, where prk =
∑N
n=1 p
r
k,n is obtained by
superimposing all RSS values between the kth user and the N
APs. Then tile Gi is preferred over Gj , if we have P (Gi|prk) >
P (Gj |prk), where P (Gi|prk) represents the probability of the
kth user being located in Gi, given the aggregated RSS
feedback of prk. According to Bayes’ theorem, we have the
relationship of P (Gi|prk) = P (prk|Gi)P (Gi)/P (prk), where
P (prk|Gi) represents the likelihood of the kth user having the
aggregated RSS value of prk, if the user was located in the tile
Gi. Hence, given an equal a prior i probability of P (Gi)
∀i, we have the relationship of P (Gi|prk) > P (Gj |prk) ∝
P (prk|Gi) > P (prk|Gj) for our decision concerning choosing
Gi over Gj . Therefore, the decision rule obeys the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) criteria. Naturally, a potential drawback of
the RSS-based fingerprinting based position estimation on is
the complexity of the full-search-based ML test, which relies
on the completeness of the scene-specific database built during
the off-line stage.
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Fig. 2. Standard deviation of positioning error as a function of the FOV for
both the triangulation based positioning and for the fingerprinting solution for
a different tile size in the database.
C. Hybrid Positioning
Figure 2 shows the position error as a function of the FOV
for both the triangulation based and for the fingerprinting aided
positioning for different tile sizes in the database. In this figure,
the position error is simply the Euclidean distance between
the user’s true position and estimated position. As we can see,
fingerprinting has a much higher accuracy than triangulation
based positioning. The tile size only has a modest effect on the
accuracy. As discussed above, triangulation based positioning
exhibits a low complexity and a beneficial scene independence,
but it has low accuracy, when the FOV is small and when the
users are located at the edge of the room, hence suffering
from high reflections. By contrast, fingerprinting suffers from
a higher complexity. Hence, we propose a hybrid positioning
technique, combining the advantages of both to achieve a
compelling balance between the complexity and accuracy.
More explicitly, there are two steps dedicated to realizing
our hybrid positioning require. During the first step, it builds
the fingerprinting database and applies triangulation based
positioning to estimate all the users’ positions. In the second
step, each estimated position is classified into its corresponding
tile of the database and returns the likelihood of being asso-
ciated with that specific tile. If the likelihood is higher than a
threshold, then the estimated position will be accepted and no
more actions will be applied. Otherwise, the estimated position
will be rejected and fingerprinting will be employed for re-
positioning. Since triangulation based positioning is capable
of estimating most positions under a reasonable FOV, only a
few users have to use fingerprinting. Regardless of the number
of tiles in the fingerprinting database, the total complexity
is reduced compared to plain fingerprinting, especially when
the number of users is high. In the mean time, the average
positioning accuracy may be enhanced, when compared to the
plain triangulation based positioning.
IV. RESULTS
Let us now provide simulation results for characterizing
the performance of the proposed hybrid positioning. The cell-
radius threshold used in A-Cell construction is set to 4m and
the likelihood threshold of the hybrid positioning is set to
10e−5. The fingerprinting database is built for 0.5m×0.5m
tiles. In clipping scenario, the DC bias is PTx,bias = 3.73mW
and the linear dynamic range of a LED is set between
PTx,min = 5mW and PTx,max = 50mW . The remaining
simulation parameters are included in the footnote2. We rely
on two criteria for evaluating the performance of hybrid
positioning, namely the positioning accuracy and the system’s
throughput.
A. Positioning Accuracy
When applying the hybrid positioning in our simulated
room relying on a total of 8 × 8 = 64 APs, the logarithmic
positioning error standard deviation evaluated across the entire
room is shown in Figure 3(b). The corresponding normalized
AP density is defined as the number of APs divided by
the room area, which is 0.28/m2. Observe by comparing
Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(a) that the positioning error recorded
for our hybrid technique at the edge of the room is reduced
to about 1m from about 10m seen for the triangulation based
positioning. When we reduce the normalized AP density to
0.1/m2 by reducing the number of APs to 5 × 5 = 25, the
triangulation based positioning and hybrid positioning may be
compared in Figure 4. As expected, the general trend is that
the accuracy is slightly degraded. Finally, when increasing the
AP density to 0.87/m2, observe in Figure 5 that triangulation
still has an estimation standard deviation of about 10m at the
corner points, where it suffers from the strongest reflections
and scattering [21]. By contrast, our hybrid positioning reduces
it to around 1m in the corners and to about 0.1m or less in
other positions.
Based on the above observations, we conclude that the
proposed hybrid positioning is quite accurate right across the
room considered, while dispensing with the full ML test of all
users relied upon by the fingerprinting aided positioning.
B. System Throughput
The system’s throughput can be calculated from Eq. (9),
which is shown in hybrid positioning for different FOVs in the
absence of clipping noise in Figure 6(a) and in the presence of
clipping noise in Figure 6(b). When compared to triangulation
based positioning, the hybrid positioning performs signifi-
cantly better for low FOVs in both scenarios. Explicitly, when
the FOV is lower than 70o, triangulation based positioning
fails, because the FOV is too low for adequately selecting the
3 different reference points required for positioning. On the
other hand, the system’s throughput achieved with the aid of
hybrid positioning tends to be similar to that of fingerprinting,
2Semi-angle at half power (FWHM) (φ1/2) is 60◦; O/E conversion effi-
ciency (γ) is 0.53 (A/W ); physical area of a PD’s detector (Ar) is 1cm2;
the gain of optical filter (Ts(ψ)) is 1; refraction index (n) is 1.5 and reflection
efficiency (ρ) is 0.75.
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(b) Standard deviation of positioning error distribution using hybrid positioning
Fig. 3. Comparison of positioning accuracy between hybrid positioning and
triangulation based positioning with AP density 0.28/m2.
despite its lower complexity. Finally, both the fingerprinting
and the hybrid positioning achieve a similar system throughput
to that of perfect positioning, regardless of the specific level
of performance considered.
Explicitly, Figure 7 shows the normalized throughput loss of
all positioning techniques. The normalized throughput loss is
calculated as the difference between the throughput associated
with no clipping noise and having non-negligible clipping
noise, which is further normalized with respect to the through-
put associated with no clipping. It can be seen from this figure
that when the FOV is high, the proposed hybrid positioning
suffers from the lowest normalized throughput loss, approach-
ing the throughput of the perfect positioning scenarios. On the
other hand, fingerprinting based positioning suffers from the
most grave normalized throughput loss. Finally, a common
trend for all positioning techniques is that the normalized
throughput loss becomes higher, when the FOV is lower. This
is because when the FOV is low, the clipping noise effects
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(a) Standard deviation of positioning error distribution using triangulation
based positioning
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(b) Standard deviation of positioning error distribution using hybrid positioning
Fig. 4. Comparison of positioning accuracy between hybrid positioning and
triangulation based positioning with AP density 0.1m2.
tend to dominate, while the interference effects dominate for
higher FOVs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel hybrid position technique
for achieving the flexible construction of radius based A-Cells
for indoor VLC under practical LED linearity constraints with
clipping distortion and noise. More explicitly, by amalgamat-
ing the benefits of both triangulation and of fingerprinting,
the proposed technique becomes capable of achieving a much
higher positioning accuracy than triangulation at a lower
complexity than fingerprinting, right across the entire room
and for a range of FOVs. The resultant system throughput is
also similar to that of perfect positioning. A substantial benefit
of the proposed hybrid positioning technique is that it may be
further combined with other positioning techniques for diverse
applications.
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based positioning
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Fig. 5. Comparison of positioning accuracy between hybrid positioning and
triangulation based positioning with AP density 0.87m2.
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